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Based on the bestselling game Plants vs. Zombies, this junior novel allows you to decide how to

escape the zombies. Plant Your Path lets readers choose where the story will go and how it will

end. Will you defeat the zombie hoard, or lose your brains? The choice is yours!Parents

rave:Ã‚Â "A fantastic way to transition kids from video games to books"Ã‚Â andÃ‚Â "Like playing

the video game only he's not, he's reading." "My seven-year-old loves this book. He takes it to

school, in the car, to bed. He's so proud that he's able to read it!"Plant for your life!
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It&#39;s all fun and games until the zombies arrive.In the Plant Your Path Junior Novel, you decide

how to escape from the zombie horde or lose your brains. Based on the bestselling Plants vs.

ZombiesÃ¢â€žÂ¢ game, it&#39;s time to take your brains into your own hands.The choice is yours!

I have a lot of trouble finding chapter books that my 9 year old wants to read, too much text

overwhelms him and he is a very visual learner so a book that isn't in color isn't something he

usually picks up to read. That being said, I was surprised when both of my boys, said that this is the

best book ever! Even my 5 year old wanted me to read it to him, and he never picks books without

pictures. Now, for the book: I come from the golden age of Choose Your Own Adventure books, and

was expecting more. Each section where you choose what to do next either continues the story or



the zombies will eat your brains. There aren't multiple story lines leaving you frantically turning back

figuring where you went wrong. That's probably a good thing in this case, as this is perfect for my 9

year old to read on his own and now that I'm thinking about it, retracing your steps through twenty

jumbled up pages was a bit frustrating. The story line follows the original game, lay out your plants

and wait for the zombies to get you. Yet again, I was a bit disappointed but my kids really enjoyed it,

saying "Oh yeah, in the game I would do this next, so let's try that!" So, five stars for a book with a

lot of text and minimal black and white pictures that my son actually wants to read!

The moment this book came until bed time my kid wouldn't put it down!He kept asking for more PVZ

books! Wow can you believe it?This is a great adventure book you'll have fun going back and forth

only to end up your brains eaten again!

My 8yr old LOVES this book. I received it yesterday and when he got home from school he was so

excited he read for 3 hours. I could not get him to stop. (I didn't want him to read the whole thing in

one night but that dream sailed quickly lol) He loves all the different endings and trying to figure out

which path will lead him to freedom or getting his brains eaten! It's a great book. Even his 12 year

old sister got into it! I definitely recommenced it if your kid loves Plants vs Zombies.

Fun book for a young Plants vs. Zombies fan. It is a Choose Your Own Adventure-style book, which

kids will find entertaining with all the mix and match selections. The vocabulary is not difficult, and

the plot follows favorite PvZ characters. It is a great way to entertain young passengers during car

rides or other travels.Recommended for: middle grade readers, readers who enjoy following several

story possibilities, readers who like interactive stories, entertainment during traveling

My 6 year old and I had a great time reading this book! We read it several times so we could see

what happened when we made different choices along the way. I think I was more entertained than

he was tho. He got frustrated because his choices didn't make him win like in the actual computer

game.

Bought this for my son trying to get him to read more, and get him away from video games. He

enjoys this book, has read it more then once!

Book is going to be a bit with my 8 year old son. One problem, the cover and a couple of pages had



a tear in them when I received it. It was shipped with 2 other books and neither of those were

damaged. Still readable, just concerning on how they handle the books.

My 7-year-old cannot get enough of these books. Reads them within the hour of receiving. Nice,

sturdy, super great graphics, and a silly story line keep him entertained.
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